Enabling MultiLevel Secured Framework for Remote Attestation
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Abstract— In distributed computing environment, computers have necessity to work closely together. In such an environment a single compromised machine can put the entire system integrity in danger. To mitigate the risk we propose a remote attestation framework for establishing the trustworthy platform between the system to ensure the secure data transfer and maintain system integrity. Our Framework validates the recent change of state, rather than considering the entire system configuration. With this model we set the tolerable risk level which provides efficient way to resolve host system with vulnerabilities and construct effective attestation result.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a distributed environment where systems are connected to an internet, it is likely that malicious program will exploit the vulnerabilities of target machine. These attacks can render the software to behave anomalous. Additionally, these kinds of attacks can exploit bugs in software which is running on a machine. Identifying the presence of malicious program will help to maintain the integrity and security of a system. The goal of remote attestation is to measure whether the remote system runs buggy, malicious application code and data or it’s not properly configured. The flow based information helps the remote party to verify the configuration and current state of platform (i.e. Software and hardware component) and decide whether the remote system should be trusted or not. Thus, remote attestation aims to build the trust and enable secured platform in distributed computing environments. For example, if it is found to be violating the system integrity, then the violating component can be distrusted and removed from the network by others in the system. In this context some basic and challenging issues are how to measure the dynamic properties of remote system.

Various attestation techniques and methodology have been proposed. Trusted platform module (TPM) introduced by Trusted computing group is a chip that can be installed on desktop motherboard. It is specifically designed to enable integrity measurement of remote system. TPM has ability to create and store keys, facilitate the cryptographic algorithm. Enormous attestation techniques have been proposed to address privacy properties, static behaviour and so on. Existing remote attestation methods focused on static approach which doesn’t derive the runtime properties of remote system. Static approach is incompatible with today’s heterogeneous distributed computing environment and results in Boolean format.

They are unique challenges in designing the Dynamic remote attestation framework. First, due to diversity in dynamic object and their properties, it is difficult to find and derive the “Known” good states of dynamic object. In contrast, “known” good state can be easily measured by the cryptographic checksum of static objects. Second, continual integrity measurement is required for large number of dynamic object. The main difference between the static and dynamic attestation is one-time check for static attestation techniques and need to measure their integrity repeatedly.

To overcome the disadvantages of an existing system we propose a framework to measure the dynamic properties of a remote system in an effective way and set a tolerable risk level to allow attestee to rectify the integrity violation by themselves if the malicious action is by an innocent user.

By this we are making system intellectual to determine whether the system attack is made by an attacker or accidental act. Our framework verifies the recent change of system state rather than measuring the entire system configuration. Hardware and software components are measured from the boot block to ensure the system integrity.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Most of the existing works focus on describing and maintaining the integrity status of system. The Existing flow based integrity model are PRIMA [1], Biba [2], LOMAC [3], and ReDAS [4].
An integrity measurement approach based on information flow integrity is Policy-Reduced Integrity Measurement Architecture (PRIMA). PRIMA approach to enable measurement of flow integrity and prove that it achieves a goal.

BIBA integrity property is satisfied if a high-integrity process cannot access a lower integrity object nor obtains a low integrity data in any other way.

ReDAS [4] (Remote Dynamic Attestation System) that provides dynamic system properties. ReDAS provides two types of dynamic system properties of application. 1. Structural integrity and global data integrity. Integrity is measured based on runtime dynamic objects.

Clark-Wilson states in information flow from low-integrity objects to high-integrity through a particular program called transaction procedures (TP).

The Author propose model-driven remote attestation [5]. Model driven remote attestation verifies two compliance i.e. expected behavior compliance and enforced behavior compliance.

Another Author propose semantic remote attestation [6], its VM directed approach to trusted computing. Using language based virtual machines enables the remote attestation of complex, dynamic and high-level program properties in a platform. Though remote attestation for trustworthiness of computing platform is a future work in Trusted Computing.

Another work by propose Load-time binary attestation. On the creation of user level processes, the kernel measures the executable code loaded into the process (i.e., the original executable and shared libraries) and this code can measure Subsequent security sensitive input its loads (e.g., arguments, configuration files, shell scripts).

III.SECURED FRAMEWORK FOR REMOTE ATTESTATION

Our Framework provides effective and efficient way of remote attestation. Remote attestation helps to identify the changes of user’s computer by the attester or authorized parties.

Framework consists of three main components 1. An attester 2. An attestee 3. Trusted Authority. In our context, Attester is a challenger; Attestee is a Target system. Trust Authority also called as verifier/Trusted Component as shown in Fig. 1. Integrity of the remote system is measured by checking the software components, policy updates. Attestee has to provide the system state details to the attester for verification.

Assume that the target/attestee machine is in trusted state initially and the current system state is updated to a new state after certain system behaviours.

1. A reporting daemon runs in the attestee machine round the clock and it captures new system state, when there is a change in system behavior with IMA.

2. This reporting daemon obtains AIK signed PCR values and forward it to the attester.

3. Attester role is to authenticate the information received by an attestee with AIK key generated from Trust Authority. It verifies the attestee’s integrity through codes and data verification. For successful attestation, the result is forwarded to the attestee in an encrypted format otherwise the result is sent to the Trust Authority.

4. Partial verification process is delegated to the Trust Authority by an attester to improve the performance of an attestation process. It consumes comparatively less time to complete the verification task. Trust Authority classifies the risk level into HIGH and LOW. Trust Authority checks the measurement list with the help of IMA and generate the result. Finally the result is forwarded to the attestee, attester in encrypted format and notification sent to the System Administrator.
A. Tolerable Risk Level

Risk is the net negative impact of the exercise of vulnerability, considering both the probability and the impact of occurrence. Vulnerability is a weakness that can be accidentally triggered or intentionally exploited. Vulnerability here is a malicious code running on attestee machine. Setting a tolerable risk level simplifies the system complexity. Risk Level is classified as HIGH, LOW.

Lower risk level is considered to be a tolerable one. The attester instructs the user to remove the malicious software from the system to continue working in a distributed environment. If it’s not intentional user removes malicious software from the system.

Higher risk level is not tolerable. After couple of remainder from the attester to remove the software if there is no change in system state it’s considered to be malicious and terminated from network.

B. Attestee Restructure.

System integrity is measured based on the current system state of an attestee. If it doesn’t satisfy the integrity requirement, System Administrator may streamline the system configuration based on attestation result to strengthen the system integrity and improve its trust level.

Administrator must be capable of resolving different identified violation with respect to the risk matrix under different circumstances.

C. Information Flow measurement.

As our attestation party checks dynamically the processes and objects related to the target program. It allows the challenger to verify the interaction between the target programs and objects it depends on. To enhance the Flow checking, we added the risk level matrix.

IV. Comparative study of static and dynamic attestation.

The above graph will give clear statistics on performance analysis between static and dynamic attestation model.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a Novel Secured Remote Attestation Framework to overcome the existing Static Attestation techniques. Our Framework verifies the integrity of remote system by checking the recent state of the system to enhance the trustworthiness. To improve the security we have added the tolerable risk level to streamline the system verification process. Which reduces the administration overhead. In this approach some part of verification task is delegated to the Trusted Authority which improves the performance. Our future work would seek a more flexible and systematic way to address issues.
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